In this paper, a biomechanical model of human body is proposed to evaluate the biodynamic responses to vertical vibration and transmitted accelerations for the seated position without backrest support. Hence, a 6-DoF lumped-parameter model with six concentrated masses, which are connected using several linear springs and dampers, is presented here. Moreover, the full vehicle model is developed in ADAMS/CAR in order to utilize the acceleration of seat under various roads excitation for different amount of vehicle speeds. The transmitted accelerations to the human body segments are evaluated based on applied accelerations under the automotive passenger's seat due to, two various road profiles with two driving cycles. The road profiles consisted of polyline and roughness profiles. Finally, the obtained results illustrated the maximum value of transmitted accelerations for different body segments occurred in frequencies below 5 Hz, it can be concluded that the human body is more sensitive to vibration with frequencies under 5 Hz.
Introduction
Investigation of vibrations transmitted from automotive to the human body, for evaluating comfort parameters, always has been a concern for car manufacturers. The biomechanical models include
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In this paper, a biomechanical model of human body is proposed to evaluate the biodynamic responses to vertical vibration and transmitted accelerations for the seated position without backrest support. This type of model is used for evaluating a vehicle concept design, instead of a real human. In that model 6 lumped mass is used as human body important parts. And then 7 pairs of springs and dampers added, rather than muscles and some organs those hold other members together. Then the model has been jointed with a car software model. Simulating both body and car models simultaneously showed that human body is more sensitive to vibrations below 5 Hz frequencies.
In the existing literature there are few researches about analyzing roads profiles excitation conditions considering to biomechanical modeling on transmitted accelerations to automotive passenger body. For example Sandhya Nagamani et al. investigated vibration characteristics due to parametric changes for heavy vehicle suspension system. Biodynamic response of the lumped parameter passenger seat model coupled with simplified models of ground vehicles are also investigated. They used a quarter car model and a 4 DOF human body model simultaneously to simulate human body responses due to automobile vibrations (Nagamani, 2017) . Furthermore, investigating the vibration transmissibility and transmitted accelerations of all human body segments using MATLAB/Genetic Algorithms and ADAMS/CAR software is rather limited. This motivated the current research which is concerned with using a 6-DoF biomechanical human body model and a full vehicle model, the transmitted vibration and accelerations in vertical direction for the human body segments are measured according to simulated human body model. In this study, four tests by a sedan-FWD vehicle model weighing 1792.2 kg which is developed in ADAMS/CAR software, are done to measure the applied vertical accelerations to the passenger seat on two different road profiles with two various driving cycles. The polyline and roughness profiles are known as ADAMS/CAR software profiles (Gillespie et al., 1993; Sayers, 1988; Sayers & Karamihas, 1996) . First, the mentioned vehicle is moved on the two road profiles at various speeds in the first driving cycle, next, is moved on two road profiles at various speeds in the second driving cycle. The accelerations which are obtained from these four tests are applied to the 6-DoF biomechanical model that is developed in MATLAB software using Genetic algorithms, and then the vibration transmissibility and transmitted accelerations in vertical direction are investigated. Moreover, the transmitted accelerations in vertical direction due to roughness (road-1) and polyline (road-2) roads profiles is compared for the human body different segments, in the two various driving cycles.
Method
In this section, the automotive passenger biomechanical model and full vehicle model are presented for evaluating vibration transmissibility and transmitted accelerations in vertical direction.
Automotive passenger modeling
The model of automotive passenger body is shown to investigate vibration transmissibility and transmitted accelerations for different segments of the human body due to two road various profiles excitation and speeds. For this purpose, a lumped parameter 6-DoF biomechanical model is suggested with six concentrated masses by using the springs and dampers for connecting to each other. The proposed model is considered to calculate biodynamic responses or evaluation criteria for biodynamics of seated human, consisted of Apparent Mass (APM), Driving Point Mechanical Impedance (DPMI) and Seat-To-Head Transmissibility (STHT) for the sitting position of the human body without backrest support in vertical direction. For more information about evaluation criteria see Bai's work (Bai et al., 2017) and ISO 5982-2001.
The 6-DoF model is illustrated in Figure 1 .
For adaptation the presented model the experimental data by Boileau and Rakheja (1988) have been used. The mentioned experimental data include: Seat-To-Head-Transmissibility (STHT), Driving Point Mechanical Impedance (DPMI) and Apparent Mass (APM) responses. The dynamic equations for the suggested model in the time domain are as follows: respectively. z 0 , ̇z 0 represented seat displacement and velocity, respectively, which are considered as system inputs. If the initial conditions are assumed to be zero then Equations (1)- (6) in the frequency domain according to Equation (7): where in the above equation F(j ) represents applied force to passenger body system. Hence, as can be written:
The equations of motion for this vibrational human body system are written in the frequency domain in the matrix as:
Replacing S by jω in above matrix, vibration transmissibility seat to head in frequency domain is:
And driving point mechanical impedance is obtained as:
Also, human body apparent mass response is illustrated as Equation (17):
Errors' rate in biomechanical responses consist of STHT, DPMI and APM in a sitting position are defined as:
where in the above equations N is the number of points in the frequency range. Although by increasing the number of points the precision become higher, but for too large values the accuracy doesn't show much increase. The stimulation frequency of f (1) = 0.5 to f (N) = 20 Hz is defined (Boileau, Wu, & Rakheja, 1998) . In order to optimize the objective functions, the following equation will be used simultaneously:
Using Genetic Algorithms (GA) in MATLAB parameters of the masses, stiffness and damping of the 6-DoF model so that the minimum J 6DOF Model function is obtained. The parameters of GA method are listed in Table 1 .
The only condition in this issue is that the total mass of the human body is equal to 60.98 kg. Because the total mass of the model should be equal to the mean value for masses from the experimental data.
Vehicle modeling and various vehicle speeds and road profiles effects analysis
In this part, vehicle condition and road tests on two different profiles are explained at various speeds with two driving cycles. The sedan-FWD vehicle is considered in the quite similar situation to real car, which is demonstrated in Figure 2 . It is mentioned that weighting vehicle model is 1792.2 kg. The present simulated vehicle first, is moved on polyline and roughness roads profiles for various speeds in the first driving cycle, part of the first driving cycle is shown in Figure 3 . Next, the present simulated vehicle is moved on polyline and roughness roads profiles at various speeds in the second driving cycle, part of the second driving cycle is illustrated in Figure 4 . At each stage the accelerations which are induced by road excitations which applied to the automotive passenger seat in a vertical direction are calculated. Further, the vibration transmissibility and transmitted acceleration are evaluated for all human body segments in vertical direction and in frequency range of 0 to 20 Hz, because the ideal range for vibration analysis of the human body is from 0.5 to 20 Hz (Boileau et al., 1998) . The applied accelerations to the passenger's seat due to the road profiles with two driving cycles including roughness (road-1) and polyline (road-2) profiles can be observed in Figures 5 and 6. 
Results and discussion
In this part, the results of the models that were presented in the previous section, will be discussed. The 6-DoF biomechanical model is created based on the obtained results by Boileau and Rakheja (1988) . While the experimental data includes: Seat-To-Head Transmissibility, Driving Point Mechanical Impedance and Apparent Mass responses. The mentioned experimental data is illustrated in Table 2 .
To achieve the parameters of 6-DoF biomechanical model above, experimental results can be used. The only linear requirement that must be met during the multi-objective optimization is the summation of the masses. Respect to experimental data (Boileau & Rakheja, 1988) it should be equal to 60.98 kg in accordance with the following equation:
In Table 3 , the optimal parameters of the proposed model is displayed using genetic algorithm. Sayers (1988) , have done a comparison between twelve biomechanical models of 1 to 11 degrees of freedom and concluded that the Wan model (Wan & Schimmels, 1995) In Figure 7 , the STHT responses are shown in the frequency domain 0 to 20 Hz. As indicated in Figure 7 , laboratory results has the highest value for transmissibility in 5 Hz, while in the current model this maximum value for transmissibility is occurred in the same frequency with a little difference in the value of transmissibility while for Wan model this difference is not appeared. As the adaptation is observed from Figure 7 , it can be said that the presented model is in a great improvement with Seat-To-Head transmissibility over previous models. In Figure 8 , the Driving Point Mechanical Impedance responses with the unit kg/s in the frequency domain 0 to 20 Hz, are illustrated. As shown in Figure 8 , laboratory results for the DPMI responses had a peak in 5 Hz, while for the presented model the peak occurred in 5.5 Hz, but for the Wan model this peak happened in 7 Hz. Also, in all the frequency domain, a good match between the proposed model and experimental results have been established. While, this adjustment is occurred for the Wan model only at frequencies below 5 Hz.
The Apparent Mass responses are illustrated in Figure 9 , with the unit of kg in the frequency range of 0 to 20 Hz. Last diagrams are shown a good agreement between experimental results and presented model with higher quality in compare with the Wan model. As regards, the vibration transmissibility function is related to comfort feeling and since, is presented the exact model of the human body, can be calculated the vibration transmissibility for all human body segments. The vibration transmissibility for all human body parts consisted of m 1 to m 3 (pelvis, abdomen and diaphragm, chest), and m 4 to m 6 (torso, back, head and neck) are shown in Figures 10 and 11 respectively.
As can be observed from the vibration transmissibility values in different body segments. The vibration transmissibility rate in Chest and Torso has the highest value among all segments, while this amount in Pelvis for the contact with seat has the lowest value.
To show present model accuracy in comparison with Wan's model, error criteria has calculated and presented in Table 4 . There 4 error criteria has been used. For Sum of Square Error (SSE), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) error criteria, the lowest value is the best and for Coefficient of Determination (R 2 ) the highest is better. So it can be concluded from the Table 4 that the present model is better fitted to the experimental data (Taylor, 1982) .
The simulated vehicle is moved on the roughness (road-1) and polyline (road-2) roads profiles in the first driving cycle and the vertical accelerations are calculated in both cases. These accelerations are applied to the vehicle passenger model with 6-DoF in order to evaluate transmitted acceleration for individual segments for m 1 to m 6 in vertical direction, which are shown in Figures 12-15 , respectively.
The maximum values for transmitted acceleration and the corresponding frequency for each body segments of road-1 excitation in the first driving cycle, which are shown in Figures 12 and 13 , are presented Table 5 . Also, the maximum values for transmitted acceleration and the corresponding frequency for each body segments of road-2 excitation in the first driving cycle, which are shown in Figures 14 and 15 , are presented Table 6 .
The simulated vehicle is moved on the roughness (road-1) and polyline (road-2) roads profiles in the second driving cycle and the vertical accelerations are measured in both cases. The transmitted acceleration results for all human body segments consisted of m 1 to m 6 in vertical direction are shown in Figures 16-19 respectively.
The maximum values for transmitted acceleration and the corresponding frequency for each body segments of road-1 excitation which are shown in Figures 16 and 17 , are presented Table 7 . Also, the maximum values for transmitted acceleration and the corresponding frequency for each body segments of road-2 excitation in the second driving cycle, which are shown in Figures 18 and  19 , are presented Table 8 .
Finally, according to the above figures, it can be said that the higher value of transmitted accelerations for the human body segments is occurred in the range of frequencies between 1 Hz to 5 Hz. Moreover, the human body physics amplify the acceleration in range about 3-4 Hz. So vehicle designer shall choose an approach to avoid magnifying excitation in this range. 
Conclusion
In this study, the automotive passenger body is modeled by a 6-DoF lumped parameter model without backrest. And model parameters are using Genetic Algorithms with the least error compare to laboratory results. With the help of human body model are extracted the biomechanical responses and the vibration transmissibility for all human body parts. Furthermore, the sedan-FWD vehicle model is developed with ADAMS/CAR software and by using the simulated vehicle four tests are investigated on two roads including roughness and polyline roads profiles that are known as ADAMS/ CAR software profiles. The mentioned vehicle is moved on two roads profiles with two various driving cycle and the transmitted accelerations to under the passenger's seat due to roads excitation are calculated. By using calculated accelerations, the transmitted accelerations for all human body segments are investigated for all states. As a result, it can be said first, the vibrations transmissibility rate in Chest and Torso has the highest value among all segments, while this amount in Pelvis for the contact with seat has the lowest value. Next, the transmitted acceleration to the vehicle cabin in a specific driving cycle by reducing vehicle speed is decreased. In order to increase comfort of automotive passenger, the transmitted acceleration to the vehicle cabin must be reduced as much as possible. For this purpose, the vibration and energy absorbing foams in seat design or a shock absorber system can be used under passenger's seat.
